THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
Europe and a Catholic rising at home by putting Mary to death
at so early a date; but Norfolk's death was just possible.
The unfortunate Elizabeth gave way at last; she signed the
warrant for the third time at the end of May, and on Monday,
June 2, 1572, Norfolk was put to death, loudly affirming on
the scaffold his attachment to the Reformed religion and his
innocence. William Cecil, who was now in the House of Lords
under the title of Burghley, had fully triumphed.
Cecil's New Position. The year 1572 marks a new era
in Cecil's control of England and a maturing of his plans.
He was now wealthier than ever, enjoying the prestige of his
years and of long-continued power; he had just won his
complete triumph, marked by the execution of Norfolk, over
the old nobility; he had permanently established in Elizabeth's
mind the dread of assassination; for up to then Elizabeth had
been able to show, sometimes, a certain amount of resistance,
but after 1572 she could always be brought to heel, if by no
other means, by some new fear of death.
In that same year, 1572, the danger to Cecil from French
action, already greatly weakened by the religious wars in
France, became almost negligible through the secondl Massacre
of St Bartholomew. That massacre was copied in other cities,
and henceforward the religious civil war in France would grow
so fierce as to completely paralyse that power. Again, in
this same year of 1572, the Dutch rebels captured their first
seaport, Brielle, and this gave them an increased power to hurt
Spain, whose control of the Netherlands they were gradually
undermining.
the main action against catholicism develops
Change in the English Government's Attitude towards
Catholicism. It was at the same time that Cecil's crushing
out of Catholicism in England was able to take on a new and
much more drastic form. The rising in the North and the
Bull of Excommunication were the pretexts for the new step.
Hitherto Cecil's policy had been one of gradually increasing
1 The first Massacre of St Bartholomew had taken place three years before
on the same day of the month—August 24,1569. The deed was remembered
and may have suggested the second affair. It consisted of the massacre of
Catholic prisoners who had been promised their lives after the surrender of
Orthez.
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